THANKSGIVING 2020 RESOURCE
This resource includes two parts:
Part A: Judaic framing and planning for the BT teen participants
Part B: Programming to be run with (or provided to) the senior partners

PART A: TEEN PROGRAM
The teen program is designed to run ~45-60 minutes (depending on options selected),
synchronously, but remotely, via Zoom or other virtual platform). Throughout the
resource, instructions for the facilitator are in italics and words to read directly to the
participants are in plain text.

Materials For the Teen Programming (to send to teens or have them collect)
One printout of the text pages per teen - not double-sided
3 sheets of card stock, with the template* printed onto them
One copy of the senior mad lib
Set of Gratitude articles - to read online or printed out (these can be doublesided):
 The Healing Power of Gratitude
 How Gratitude Changes You and Your Brain
 Giving Thanks Can Make You Happier
 Teens will also need scissors, glue/tape, and markers/crayons/colored pencils





*attached is a template to print onto the card stock. If you cannot print onto
cardstock, the teens can copy the words or simply create a graphic image.

IN ADVANCE
Ask the teens to take this gratitude quiz (http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/quizzes/
take_quiz/6) created by UC Berkeley. You could include this in an invitation or reminder
message. This will help get them thinking about thankfulness even before you start.

LESSON FRAMING:
Thanksgiving, as an American holiday, centers around several themes, two of which we
will focus on today:
 Giving thanks for what have that enriches our lives
 Celebrating an agricultural fall harvest and its bounty (agriculturally) that sustains us
As Jews have settled in primarily urban and suburban areas, we have become largely
removed from agricultural communities and practices. The Jewish holiday of Sukkot can
provide a framework to recognize the deep agricultural history of the Jewish people in
Biblical and Temple times.

PART 1: WHAT ARE WE THANKFUL FOR - - AND WHY? (15 MIN)
Giving thanks for that which enriches our lives is deeply embedded into daily and
holiday Jewish practice. Traditionally, the very first prayer that is spoken upon waking
up is called “מוֹדה אֲ נִ י
ֶ Modeh Ani” - literally translated as “I give thanks.” In the daily
Amidah prayer, which was so important it was called “The Prayer” by early rabbis, the
section of thanksgiving is called הוֹדאָ ה
ָ Hoda'ah - or literally thanksgiving. Another
phrase that is often used relating to thanksgiving is  הַ כּ ַָרת הַ טּוֹבHakarat HaTov recognizing the good.
Before we look at these traditional prayers, what do you, currently, feel thankful for?
Individually, please write down 5 things you are feeling thankful for, right now.
To share, ask each participant to share one item from their list that hasn’t already been
said. Go around as many times as it takes to get everyone’s items onto a master list.
Take a look back at this list:
 What do you notice?
 Are these physical objects?
 Are they experiences?
 Are they attributes of your lives?
 What else could you add to this list?
The goal is to identify some trends or commonalities among the listed items. The list will
vary, of course, but if you can, push the teens to identify some personal things that they
are grateful for. Highlight a difference between those things that enable life (air, food,
shelter) from those things that enhance and enrich our lives (a particular favorite food,
people around us, a particular space to visit).
Is one type of gratitude more important than another? Easier to acknowledge? Which do
you tend to think of first? You may get a range of answers to this question. The goal is
simply to acknowledge that we are grateful for both sustenance and specific bounties in
our lives.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY (15 MINUTES)
Individually or in small groups (2-3 teens), ask students to do ONE of the following
creative expressions. You can pre-assign to ensure you get all options or let them
choose their approach. Creating a shared whiteboard space (jamboard.google.com or
whiteboard.fi are options to explore)) will enable everyone to work independently and
see everyone’s work. You may want to utilize breakout rooms to enable small groups to
work together.


Create a visual of 3 of each type of item - those which sustain us and those which
enrich us (this can be done online via a shared whiteboard or drawn on paper and
then uploaded as a picture) OR



Create a poem or prayer expressing gratitude, explicitly, for 3 of each type of item those which sustain us and those which enrich us OR



Take a modern song (clean, please!) and rewrite the lyrics to express gratitude for
both sustenance and enrichment OR



Create a dance / other physical interpretation of expressing gratitude. What motions
would you use? What tempo?

After 10-15 minutes of creative expression, ask the teens to share with one another.
They may not be finished creating, that’s OK.

PART 2: WHY DOES GRATITUDE MATTER? (15 MIN)
It’s not just “nice” to feel gratitude, there’s actually quite a bit of science behind it! There
have been countless studies showing that we receive a physical (and mental) boost
when we regularly practice gratitude.
Divide the teens into three breakout rooms. Give each breakout room one of the three
articles to focus on. The “task” while in the breakout room is to read the article out loud,
then highlight three main points made by the article. They should write down the key
points they want to share with the rest of the group and select someone who will present
their article.
After about 10 minutes, bring the groups back together. Have each group present their
article. All three articles take a slightly different approach, but all focus on the benefits of
a gratitude practice and provide steps toward establishing one.
Close by letting them know they are going to get a chance now to put that science into
practice!

While programming remains remote,
giving teens a chance to make a
difference for their communities is as
important as ever!
Photo Credit: Northwest Yeshiva High
School

PART 3: EXPRESSING OUR GRATITUDE (15 MIN)

תּוֹדָ ה ַרבָּ ה

Todah Rabbah

ll…
en

Share the document of quotes on thankfulness. The
document starts with some prayer quotes, then traditional
Jewish text quotes (from the Tanakh and Mishnah) and then
some more modern quotes. There are quotes included that
are not from Jewish authors, but which express the ideas of
הוֹדאָ ה
ָ hoda’ah (thankfulness), and  הַ כּ ַָרת הַ טּוֹבhakarat hatov
(noticing the good) particularly beautifully.

Read through the quotes as a group. Ask:
Which quotes speak to you and your understanding of the
idea of gratitude? Select two and cut them out carefully from
the pages.
Have the teens share why they chose their quotes.
Ask each teen to take out one of their cardstock sheets and fold it
in half, so that the words show up on the front of the card. On the
inside cover of the card, they should tape/glue one of their chosen
quotes.

Quote about
thankfulness

Dear Senior,
I am grateful…
Love, Teen

On the inside the teens should write a note to their senior partners. They can follow the
mad lib pattern if they would like, but they should rewrite the text - the mad lib form itself
should be given to the senior.
If they wish, they can decorate the front of the card.
Now, the teens will make a second card for their senior to send back to them. Follow the
first two steps - folding the page and gluing/taping the quote about thankfulness to the
inside cover. On the inside, leave the space blank.
(The third sheet of cardstock is a back-up if a teen makes a mistake. If it is not used,
they can make a second card, perhaps for a family member).

THANKSGIVING 2020 RESOURCE
PART B: SENIOR ACTIVITY
Because each community and senior center may have different COVID-19 related
restrictions at different times, a range of options has been provided which meet different
needs.
All of these options assume that the teens have written the personalized card described
in step 3 of the teen programming. These letters are integral to the relationship building
between the seniors and teens.
For each option we have drafted a template cover letter that program facilitators should
include in their package to individual seniors (option 1) or to a senior site coordinator
(option 2).

ACTIVITY OPTIONS
A—Non-electronic Activity: Thanksgiving “Mad Lib”
When sending the cards from the teens, include a blank Thanksgiving Mad Lib and a
Gratitude Text study for the seniors. If you are sending cards directly to the seniors
individually, be sure to include a pre-stamped and addressed return envelope as well as
the small cover note (version A-1) included in the resources document.
If you are sending this to a program director, you should be sure to include a larger
return envelope and cover note (Version A-2) along with your materials.
Actions


Educators will provide the Mad Lib and Text Study materials to the teens, with
the teen programming material.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes



Students will include a blank Thanksgiving Mad Lib and a copy of the
Gratitude Text sheet in the cards they provide to the seniors.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 5 minutes



Seniors will read the students’ cards and the Gratitude Text sheet and fill out the
Thanksgiving Mad Lib. They will return this in the provided card.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes

B—Electronic Asynchronous
Students can record messages that can be shared with their seniors on their E-Card (if
you are using E-Cards) or via an online website.
For this activity, the teens should revisit the Gratitude Text sheet and pick two texts that
they would like to share with their seniors. Each teen should read the text (slowly and
clearly!) and explain what it is that appeals to them about the text. They can ask
questions about how the quote might be relevant to the senior and their experience.
If your seniors and teens communicate by email, you could have the teens write out
their reflections and ask questions that way. In an email, teens could also include
graphics to enhance their text.
If you are sending cards directly to the seniors individually, be sure to include a prestamped and addressed return envelope as well as the small cover note (version B-1)
included in the resources document.
If you are sending this to a program director, you should be sure to include a larger
return envelope and cover note (version B-2) along with your materials.
Actions


Educators will provide the Mad Lib and Text Study materials to the teens, with
the teen programming material. After receiving the videos, Educators will transfer the
videos to the seniors.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 30 minutes



Students will reflect on the texts, prepare and record the videos (or write the
emails). They will then upload or otherwise transfer the recordings and letters to the
educator.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes



Seniors will watch the teen videos and reply either by video or by filling out
the Thanksgiving Mad Lib. They will return this in the provided card.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes

Even though you can’t be together, the
connection between the seniors and
teens will continue to strengthen.
Photo Credit: Westchester Day School

C—Synchronous Virtual Activity: Shared Text Study
This session includes an interactive text study led by the teens.
Leading a text study might be a new experience for the teens, especially virtually! Here
are some tips to help the session flow naturally.
 Prepare! Each teen should be prepared to read two of the texts. They should
practice reading them slowly and clearly. They should have one or two short
comments to share after reading the text—reflecting on the meaning or the
connections they have to the text. They should also prepare to ask a few guiding
questions about their text.
 Introduce the session by making sure everyone has a copy of the text study—
ideally physically. Have a teen (preselected!) explain that the teens studied these
texts in advance as part of a lesson exploring the idea of gratitude. Lay out who will
be participating in different roles (that
the teens will read the texts and then
they have some prepared questions).
 During the session, remind the
teens to speak clearly and slowly.
Engage the seniors by having the teens
ask their prepared questions and then
letting the conversation flow naturally.
Conversation can be a bit stunted on
Zoom, but usually participants will warm
up as you go. Remind the teens to allow
time for seniors to unmute to speak.
 Conclude by inviting reflection and
connections to the text study. Have a
While we can’t be together right now,
teen prepared to genuinely thank everyone for
synchronous virtual programming
participating.
engages the teens and seniors in learning
If you are sending material directly to the seniors
individually, be sure to include a pre-stamped and
addressed return envelope as well as the small cover
note (version C-1) included in the resources document.

together.
Photo Credit: Rae Kushner Yeshiva High
School

If you are sending material to a program director, you should be sure to include a larger
return envelope and cover note (version C-2) along with your materials.
Actions


Educators will provide the Mad Lib and Text Study materials to the teens, with
the teen programming material. Educators will also facilitate the arrangement of the
online video meetings between seniors and students.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes



Students will reflect on the texts and prepare questions to ask the seniors.
They will then meet virtually with their buddies.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes



Seniors will participate in the virtual session.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes

D—Buddy Box: A Magnet for Gratitude Box
Teens and seniors will love making gratitude magnets for themselves and each other.
Include a Thanksgiving mug with tea and hand lotion to round out the box.
On Printable Magnetic Paper, print out a set of grateful leaves for each teen
-senior pair. Have the teens cut them out carefully and select one to precomplete. Using a fine-tip sharpie, they should write a message expressing
gratitude for their senior.
On the magnetic photo frame, they can put an inspirational word, like
“grateful” or “family.” If you have pictures of the seniors and teens
together, provide them to the teens to pre-insert into the frames. “Thank
You” would be a wonderful thing to print on the frames in that case.
The teens should record themselves (on the eCards, if you are using
them) teaching part of the Gratitude Text sheet. Each teen should read
at least two texts (slowly and clearly!) and explain what it is that appeals
to them about the text. They can ask questions about how the quote
might be relevant to the senior and their experience.
To round out the box, include a Thanksgiving themed mug filled with
some Pumpkin spice Tea and calming hand lotion.
Price: $12 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
If you are sending the boxes directly to the seniors individually, be sure to include a prestamped and addressed return envelope as well as the small cover note (version D-1)
included in the resources document.
If you are sending this to a program director, you should be sure to include a larger
return envelope and cover note (version D-2) along with your materials.
Actions


Educators will order the magnetic paper, sharpies (one package per Buddy Box
plus one marker per teen), magnetic photo frames, mugs, tea (enough for 2-3 bags
per senior), and lotion (one per senior). Educators will print the leaf templates on the
magnetic paper. If possible they will also print a 4 x 6 picture of each teen-senior
pair. Educators provide the Mad Lib and Text Study materials, a set of leaf
templates, a marker, and a magnetic frame. Educators will collect all the material
from the teens, package the Buddy Boxes for each senior and deliver them.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 2 hours



Students will cut out the leaf magnets and fill in one for their buddy. They will
also decorate the photo frame. They will reflect on the texts, prepare and record the
videos (or write the emails). They will then upload or otherwise transfer the
recordings and letters to the educator.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes



Seniors will receive the buddy boxes, watch the teen videos and reply either
by video or by filling out the Thanksgiving Mad Lib, complete one or two of the
grateful leaves and return them in the provided card.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Better TogetherTM

QUOTES ON THANKFULNESS

Texts & translation of the traditional Jewish texts are from Sefaria.org

ֶיָך מֶ ֶלְך חַ י וְ ַקיָּם שֶׁ הֶ חֱ ַז ְר ָתּ בִּ יִי לְ ָפ ֲמוֹדֶ ה א
: ֶָתָך ַרבָּ ה אֱ מוּ, ְִשׁמָ ִתי בְּ חֶ ְמלָה
I give thanks to You living and everlasting King
for You have restored my soul with mercy. Great
is Your faithfulness.
MORNING BLESSINGS

 ְִשׂ ְמחָ ה בוֹ׃ ְָגִ ילָה ו זֶה־הַ יּוֹם עָ שָׂ ה יְהוָה
This is the day that the LORD has made— let us
exult and rejoice on it.
PSALM 118:24

.יך מעטואם עשית לחברך טובה הרבה יהא בעי
יךואם עשה לך חברך טובה קימעא יהא בעי
הרבה
And if you’ve done your friend a lot of good,
think of it as a little. If your friend has done you
just a little bit of good, think of it as a lot.

וּ וֵאֹלהֵ יֹלהי
ֽ ֵ ֱוּ ָלְך שָׁ ַא ָתּה הוּא יְהוָֹה אַ ְֽח ֲמוֹדים א
ִ
וּ ַא ָתּהֽוּ מָ גֵן י ְִשׁ ֵעוּ לְעוֹלָם וָעֶ ד צוּר חַ יֵּ ֽיבוֹתי
ֽ ֵ ֲא
וְּסַ ֵפּר ְתּ ִהלָּ ֶ ֽתָך עַ ל־חַ יֵּ ֽיֽ וֹדֶ ה לְָּך וּ הוּא ְלדוֹר וָדוֹר
וּ הַ ֒ ְפּקוּדוֹת ָלְך וְ עַ למוֹתי
ֽ ֵ  ְִשׁ סוּרים בְּ י ֶ ָֽדָך וְ עַ ל
ִ הַ ְ֒מּ
טוֹבוֹתיָך
ֶֽ
ְאוֹתיָך ו
ֽ ֶ ִפְ ְ֒ל וּ וְ עַ לִסּיָך שֶׁ בְּ כָל יוֹם עִ ָ ֽמּ
ֶֽ 
שֶׁ ְ֒בּכָל עֵ ת ֶ ֽע ֶרב ָו ֹֽב ֶקר וְ צָ הֳ ָ ֽריִם הַ טּוֹב כִּ י ל ֹא כָלוּ
וַּרחֲ ֶ ֽמיָך וְ הַ ְ֒מ ַרחֵ ם כִּ י ל ֹא ַ ֽתמּוּ חֲ סָ ֶ ֽדיָך מֵ עוֹלָם ִק ִ ֽוּי
:ָלְך
We are thankful to You that You Adonoy are our
God and the God of our fathers forever; Rock of
our lives, You are the Shield of our deliverance
in every generation. We will give thanks to You
and recount Your praise, for our lives which are
committed into Your hand, and for our souls
which are entrusted to You, and for Your
miracles of every day with us, and for Your
wonders and benefactions at all times—
evening, morning and noon. (You are) The
Beneficent One— for Your compassion is never
withheld; And (You are) the Merciful One— for
Your kindliness never ceases; we have always
placed our hope in You.
DAILY AMIDAH PRAYER

AVOT D’RABBI NATHAN 41:11

Silent gratitude isn’t very much use to anyone.
Thankfulness has an inner connection with
humility. It recognizes that what we are and
what we have is due to others and above all, to
God.
RABBI JONATHAN SACKS

‘Thank you’ is the best prayer that anyone could
say. I say that one a lot. Thank you expresses
extreme gratitude, humility, understanding.
ALICE WALKER

GERTRUDE STEIN

For me every hour is grace. And I feel gratitude
in my heart every time I can meet someone and
look at his or her smile.
ELIE WIESEL

We can complain that rose bushes have thorns
or we can rejoice that thorn bushes have roses.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN

When you arise in the morning give thanks for
the morning light, for your life and strength. Give
thanks for your food and the joy of living. If you
see no reason for giving thanks, the fault lies in
yourself.
NATIVE AMERICAN PRAYER – TECUMSEH TRIBE

Appreciation can make a day - even change a
life. Your willingness to put it into words is all
that is necessary.
MARGARET COUSINS

תּוֹדָ ה ַרבָּ ה
Todah Rabbah

Thank You

Better TogetherTM
THANKSGIVING MAD LIB
For seniors: Your buddy has shared with you some of the things for which they are most grateful.
They would love to know about you! Complete this mad lib style response to let them know about
your own gratitude. When you are done filling this out, put it into the card and addressed envelope
that it came with and mail it back to your buddy.

Hi _______________! It’s great to hear from you!
(your buddy’s name)

This Thanksgiving, I am giving thanks for _________________________
(something for which you are grateful)

and for ____________________________________________________.
(something else for which you are grateful)

To me, gratitude is ___________________________________________
(important? unimportant? What does gratitude mean to you?)

because ___________________________________________________.
(why?)

The quote which most speaks to me about gratitude is: ______________
__________________________________________________________.
(your favorite quote)

One way I try to practice the idea of  הַ כּ ַָרת הַ טּוֹבhakarat ha tov recognizing
the good around me, is to _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________.
(what do you do?)

Wishing you a happy, grateful Thanksgiving holiday,
_________________________________________________
(your name)

Senior Activities – Cover Notes
For all letters, highlighted text alerts you to multiple choices to select from.

A–Non-electronic activity
Version A-1 (if sending to the seniors individually)
Dear Senior,
Enclosed you will find a letter from your Better TogetherTM buddy. As a group we learned the enclosed
set of texts related to the ideas of gratitude and recognizing the good in our lives. The teens selected a
particular text to include on your card.
You will also find a blank card and a “Mad Lib” style letter to reply. Your teen buddy would love to hear
about the things you are most grateful for.
Please use the enclosed envelope to mail your response directly to your buddy / to our center and we
will distribute them to the teens.
Sincerely,
Your Name, Title
Contact Information

Version A-2 (if sending to a program coordinator)
Dear Program Coordinator,
Enclosed you will find letters from the teen Better TogetherTM buddies. As a group we learned the
enclosed set of texts related to the ideas of gratitude and recognizing the good in our lives. The teens
selected texts to include on their cards to their buddy.
For each senior, we have also included a blank card and a “Mad Lib” style letter to reply. The teens
would love to hear about the things the seniors are most grateful for.
Please use the enclosed envelope to mail the responses to our center and we will distribute them to the
teens.
Sincerely,
Your Name, Title
Contact Information

B–Electronic Asynchronous
Version B-1 (if sending to the seniors individually)
Dear Senior,
Enclosed you will find a letter from your Better TogetherTM buddy. As a group we learned the enclosed
set of texts related to the ideas of gratitude and recognizing the good in our lives. The teens selected a
particular text to include on your card. Please check your email / watch your e-card video for a
personalized video reflection from your teen about their experience.
You will also find a blank card and a “Mad Lib” style letter to reply. Your teen buddy would love to hear
about the things you are most grateful for. You can reply by email, video, or through the mail whichever is most convenient for you.
Please use the enclosed envelope to mail your response directly to your buddy / to our center and we
will distribute them to the teens.
Sincerely,
Your Name, Title
Contact Information

Version B-2 (if sending to a program coordinator)
Dear Program Coordinator,
Enclosed you will find letters from the teen Better TogetherTM buddies. As a group we learned the
enclosed set of texts related to the ideas of gratitude and recognizing the good in our lives. The teens
selected texts to include on their cards to their buddy. The teens have also recorded themselves
reflecting on their texts and their experience. I have enclosed the e-cards / emailed you the videos to
share with the seniors. If your program allows, you could also use the enclosed text sheets to facilitate
a local discussion about the texts.
For each senior, we have also included a blank card and a “Mad Lib” style letter to reply. The teens
would love to hear about the things the seniors are most grateful for.
Please use the enclosed envelope to mail the responses to our center and we will distribute them to the
teens.
Sincerely,
Your Name, Title
Contact Information

C–Synchronous Virtual Activity: Shared Text Study
Version C-1 (if sending to the seniors individually)
Dear Senior,
Enclosed you will find a letter from your Better TogetherTM buddy. As a group we learned the enclosed
set of texts related to the ideas of gratitude and recognizing the good in our lives. The teens selected a
particular text to include on your card. We look forward to having you meet online with your teen on
Day, Time.
You will also find a blank card and a “Mad Lib” style letter to reply. Your teen buddy would love to hear
about the things you are most grateful for. You can reply by email, video, or through the mail whichever is most convenient for you.
Please use the enclosed envelope to mail your response directly to your buddy / to our center and we
will distribute them to the teens.
Sincerely,
Your Name, Title
Contact Information

Version C-2 (if sending to a program coordinator)
Dear Program Coordinator,
Enclosed you will find letters from the teen Better TogetherTM buddies. As a group we learned the
enclosed set of texts related to the ideas of gratitude and recognizing the good in our lives. The teens
selected texts to include on their cards to their buddy. The teens have prepared to facilitate a shared
text study session on Day, Time. We are very excited to learn together at this time.
For each senior, we have also included a blank card and a “Mad Lib” style letter to reply. The teens
would love to hear about the things the seniors are most grateful for.
Please use the enclosed envelope to mail the responses to our center and we will distribute them to the
teens.
Sincerely,
Your Name, Title
Contact Information

D—Buddy Box: A Magnet for Gratitude Box
Version D-1 (if sending to the seniors individually)
Dear Senior,
Enclosed you will find the “A Magnet for Gratitude” Thanksgiving Buddy Box materials prepared by your
teen Better TogetherTM buddy. As a group we learned the enclosed set of texts related to the ideas of
gratitude and recognizing the good in our lives. The teens have recorded themselves reflecting on their
texts and their experience. Please check your email / watch your e-card video for your personal
message.
For your Buddy Box, we have enclosed the following components:
- A set of magnetic leaves. The teens have added some of their own gratitude and wishes and hope
that you will complete the rest and return one or two of your own messages to the teens.
- A magnetic photo frame, ready to display a picture of something for which you are grateful /
complete with a picture you and your teen buddy.
- Ingredients for a relaxing afternoon: a fall-themed mug, some pumpkin tea, and soothing hand
lotion.
We have also included a blank card and a “Mad Lib” style letter to reply. The teens would love to hear
about the things you are most grateful for.
Please use the enclosed envelope to mail your response directly to your buddy / to our center and we
will distribute them to the teens.
Sincerely,
Your Name, Title
Contact Information

Version D-2 (if sending to a program coordinator)
Dear Program Coordinator,
Enclosed you will find the “A Magnet for Gratitude” Thanksgiving Buddy Box materials prepared by the
teen Better TogetherTM buddies. As a group we learned the enclosed set of texts related to the ideas of
gratitude and recognizing the good in our lives. . The teens have recorded themselves reflecting on
their texts and their experience. I have enclosed the e-cards / emailed you the videos to share with the
seniors. If your program allows, you could also use the enclosed text sheets to facilitate a local
discussion about the texts.
For each senior’s Buddy Box, we have enclosed the following components:
- A set of magnetic leaves. The teens have added some of their own gratitude and wishes and hope
that the seniors will complete one or two more and return them to the teens.
- A magnetic photo frame, ready to display a picture of something for which the senior is grateful /
complete with a picture of the senior and his/her teen buddy.
- Ingredients for a relaxing afternoon: a fall-themed mug, some pumpkin tea, and soothing hand
lotion.
We have also included a blank card and a “Mad Lib” style letter to reply. The teens would love to hear
about the things the seniors are most grateful for. Please use the enclosed envelope to mail the
responses to our center and we will distribute them to the teens.
Sincerely,
Your Name, Title
Contact Information

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

I am grateful for…

The Healing Power of Gratitude
The many ways being grateful benefits us.
Posted Nov 19, 2015
“You were given life; it is your duty (and also your entitlement as a human being) to find something beautiful
within life, no matter how slight.” –Elizabeth Gilbert
Gratitude is perhaps the most important key to finding success and happiness in the modern day. Knowing what we
appreciate in life means knowing who we are, what matters to us and what makes each day worthwhile.
Paying attention to what we feel grateful for puts us in a positive frame of mind. It connects us to the world around
us and to ourselves. Research demonstrates that focusing on what we are grateful for is a universally rewarding way
to feel happier and more fulfilled.
As an important mental health principle, the benefits of gratitude extend far beyond what we may imagine. Scientific
studies have found that gratitude is associated with:
 Greater happiness
 More optimism and positive emotions
 New and lasting relationships
 Better health
 More progress toward personal goals
 Fewer aches and pains
 More alertness and determination
 Increased generosity and empathy
 Better sleep
 Improved self-esteem
With no downside to practicing more gratitude, it seems like a goal we would all embrace. Yet, as we aim to
cultivate more gratitude, there are two questions to consider: what barriers do we face in feeling grateful in our daily
lives, and how can we connect more fully to our feelings of appreciation? We’ll start with the first question.
Why do people have trouble feeling grateful?
1. It’s difficult to acknowledge what we have. One of the explanations people give for why they’ve stopped
showing appreciation (or even feeling it) is that they’ve simply stopped paying attention, as their lives have become
more sped up or routine. Part of the reason we start to take things (including relationships) for granted in this way is
because it’s actually hard to recognize and have feelings for what we have. Slowing down and living in a state in
which we feel more present and aware of what makes us happy and gives our lives meaning naturally allows us to
feel more joy, but it’s also a gateway to sadness.
As much as we all would say we want love, acknowledgment, happiness, kindness, and generosity, it can be very
hard to accept each of these for a variety of unexpected reasons. To love means we are vulnerable and wanting,
which puts us in a position where we have something to lose. To be in touch with what matters to us brings us closer
to our feelings, with happiness and sadness becoming more prominent. Generosity, both offering it and having it
offered to us, often arouses sadness. This emotion can make us uncomfortable or anxious, but it can also have a
simultaneously calming and invigorating effect, making us feel more vital and exuberant. Feeling sadness centers us
in ourselves.
2. Gratitude reminds us of what we lacked in the past. I can’t tell you how many people have come into my
office happier than ever from having fallen in love, and yet they are completely terrified, because the way they are
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being treated by their partner is so different from how they were ever treated before. You may think getting
something we want after not having it for so long would make us even more grateful, and this is partly true.
However, we may also face challenges in accepting love or generosity and expressing gratitude when we experience
something that is so different from what we have been used to, especially in our childhood. Subconsciously, this can
awaken old sadness about what was lacking in our past.
When this happens, we start to feel uncomfortable or unworthy of the things we are receiving. Recognizing what we
have can also stir up guilt or feelings of indebtedness. We may feel embarrassed or apologetic for getting what
someone else wanted or even for feeling we have more than someone else, especially when it is a parent
or sibling or a close friend. We may also be overwhelmed by a feeling that we now owe someone else for our
happiness. Without realizing it, we may avoid gratitude to avoid these other undesirable feelings.
When we feel shaken up, we may pull away from whatever is making us happy. We may start to view our life
through a distorted lens, with thoughts like, “He just wants something from you” or “This isn’t going to last, so
don’t get too comfortable.” These unsettling thoughts and emotions can make expressions of gratitude or
acknowledgments of the contrast between our past and our present feel much more difficult, even threatening.
How can we feel more grateful?
1. Challenge your critical inner voice. We can start to feel more gratitude by quieting the negative thoughts that
turn us against ourselves and the people we love. The critical inner voice is a destructive thought process that hurts
us in our daily lives by shaming us and warning us against others. This inner critic is like a dark cloud over our
heads, sprinkling thoughts like, “Today is just going to be one of those days. It’s all too stressful. Just keep your
head down.” Sometimes, the critical inner voice floods us with an all-out downpour, “Nothing will go right!
Everyone is just looking to you to fix everything. You can’t handle this!” This voice can even sound soothing with
thoughts like, “Just take care of yourself. No one else will.” Or, “Don’t bother making an effort. You have nothing
to offer anyone.”
It’s easy to see how this inner critic can interfere with our feelings of gratitude. It takes us out of the present and
keeps us entirely in our heads, distorting how we see the world. When in this state, we are often unavailable or misattuned to other people. While listening to this voice, we miss out on seeing the world around us through a more
compassionate realistic lens. We fail to appreciate what is good in our lives and in ourselves and others. We lose
sight of the fact that we have the right to value and pursue what gives our lives meaning. We can all become more
aware of this destructive voice and not let it control our actions. I talk about this subject in more detail in my blog,
“Silence Your Inner Critic.”
2. Act grateful and be more accepting. This sounds obvious and simplistic, but it’s a plain truth that, just as acting
more loving connects us to our feelings of being in love, expressing more gratitude makes us feel more grateful. We
can engage in acts that will help us connect to our feelings of gratitude, from small gestures like looking the barista
in the eye every morning as she serves us coffee or thanking a co-worker for a helpful task he performs regularly. It
can mean taking time to call a friend to express our gratitude or doing something thoughtful and unexpected for our
partner to make his or her day easier and to show how much we appreciate him or her. In each of these acts, we
should strive to be present and absorb all that occurs. We should try not to divert our eyes or slough off the warm
responses we may receive.
Many are surprised at how much harder this is than it sounds, but acceptance can be our biggest challenge. From
early on, so many of us are taught to be self-sufficient and not to expect or take too much from others. In truth, it’s
important not to turn down offers, refuse gifts or avert compliments. When we ward off the acknowledgment or
generosity of others, we actually hurt them and deny them the good feeling they would get from giving to us. We
also fail to reciprocate with gratitude. It’s important not to listen to our critical inner voice when it gets paranoid and
suspicious about the generosity of others: “What does she want from you?” “If you accept this, he’s going to think
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you owe him.” Be sure to make eye contact and say thank you for whatever form of generosity or recognition comes
your way.
3. Practice mindfulness. Psychologist Jack Kornfield recently said in an interview, “The cultivation
of mindfulness … really allows us to become present for our own body, for the person in front of us, for the life
we've been given. Out of that grows, quite naturally, the spirit of gratitude.”
Jon Kabat-Zinn defines mindfulness rather nicely as “paying attention on purpose in the present moment, nonjudgmentally…as if your life depended on it.” He recommends it as “a way of connecting with your life… that
doesn’t involve a lot of energy” but rather “a kind of cultivating attention in a particular way.” When we practice
mindfulness, we allow our thoughts and feelings to move through us without taking over and getting us lost.
Mindfulness enables us to stay more connected to the people around us and awaken to what we've been missing,
while plugging along in our daily existence. Practicing mindfulness is an ongoing, organic and effective way to tap
into our feelings of gratitude.
4. Awaken your sense of wonder. When we follow the suggestions offered in this blog, we can become more in
touch with ourselves. Our senses will be awakened, and we will have more responses to what we see, hear and feel.
We will be better equipped to experience what psychologist Kirk Schneider describes as an essential component to a
fulfilling life, awe.
Schneider, who authored the book Awakening to Awe wrote:
Awe is the sense of amazement (humility and wonder) before the mystery of life… Awe is not just a cheap
thrill, or a stunned helplessness; it is an appreciation of the whole of life—the fragile as well as the
exalting. Awe inspires us to see through the pettiness of life, and connects us to the grand picture, the
“great adventure;” and this adventure has remarkable potential to lift us, to heal us, and to give our lives
meaning.
It’s both humbling and awe-inspiring to fully acknowledge the importance of our experience, things outside
ourselves and our dependency on others. By awakening ourselves to a sense of wonder about the many things we
may overlook in a day, we open our hearts to feel connection and appreciation for the many miracles of our
existence.
As Jack Kornfield put it, “We have the privilege of the lavender color at sunset, the taste of a tangerine in our
mouth, and the almost unbearable beauty of life around us, along with its troubles … We can either be lost in a
smaller state of consciousness—what in Buddhist psychology is called the ‘body of fear,’ which brings suffering to
us and to others—or we can bring the quality of love and appreciation, which I would call gratitude, to life.”
About the Author:
Lisa Firestone, Ph.D., is a clinical psychologist, an author, and the Director of Research and Education for the
Glendon Association.
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How Gratitude Changes You and Your Brain
New research is starting to explore how gratitude works to improve our mental health.
BY JOSHUA BROWN, JOEL WONG | JUNE 6, 2017

With the rise of managed health care, which emphasizes cost-efficiency and brevity, mental health professionals
have had to confront this burning question: How can they help clients derive the greatest possible benefit from
treatment in the shortest amount of time?
Recent evidence suggests that a promising approach is to complement psychological counseling with additional
activities that are not too taxing for clients but yield high results. In our own research, we have zeroed in on one
such activity: the practice of gratitude. Indeed, many studies over the past decade have found that people who
consciously count their blessings tend to be happier and less depressed.
The problem is that most research studies on gratitude have been
conducted with well-functioning people. Is gratitude beneficial for people
who struggle with mental health concerns? And, if so, how?
We set out to address these questions in a recent research study involving
nearly 300 adults, mostly college students who were seeking mental
health counseling at a university. We recruited these participants just
before they began their first session of counseling, and, on average, they
reported clinically low levels of mental health at the time. The majority
of people seeking counseling services at this university in general
struggled with issues related to depression and anxiety.
We randomly assigned our study participants into three groups. Although all three groups received counseling
services, the first group was also instructed to write one letter of gratitude to another person each week for three
weeks, whereas the second group was asked to write about their deepest thoughts and feelings about negative
experiences. The third group did not do any writing activity.
What did we find? Compared with the participants who wrote about negative experiences or only received
counseling, those who wrote gratitude letters reported significantly better mental health four weeks and 12 weeks
after their writing exercise ended. This suggests that gratitude writing can be beneficial not just for healthy, welladjusted individuals, but also for those who struggle with mental health concerns. In fact, it seems, practicing
gratitude on top of receiving psychological counseling carries greater benefits than counseling alone, even when that
gratitude practice is brief.
And that’s not all. When we dug deeper into our results, we found indications of how gratitude might actually work
on our minds and bodies. While not definitive, here are four insights from our research suggesting what might be
behind gratitude’s psychological benefits.

1. Gratitude unshackles us from toxic emotions
First, by analyzing the words used by participants in each of the two writing groups, we were able to understand the
mechanisms behind the mental health benefits of gratitude letter writing. We compared the percentage of positive
emotion words, negative emotion words, and “we” words (first-person plural words) that participants used in their
writing. Not surprisingly, those in the gratitude writing group used a higher percentage of positive emotion words
and “we” words, and a lower proportion of negative emotion words, than those in the other writing group.
However, people who used more positive emotion words and more “we” words in their gratitude letters didn’t
necessarily have better mental health later. It was only when people used fewer negative emotion words in their
letters that they were significantly more likely to report better mental health. In fact, it was the lack of negative
emotion words—not the abundance of positive words—that explained the mental health gap between the gratitude
writing group and the other writing group.
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Perhaps this suggests that gratitude letter writing produces better mental health by shifting one’s attention away
from toxic emotions, such as resentment and envy. When you write about how grateful you are to others and how
much other people have blessed your life, it might become considerably harder for you to ruminate on your negative
experiences.

2. Gratitude helps even if you don’t share it
We told participants who were assigned to write gratitude letters that they weren’t required to send their letters to
their intended recipient. In fact, only 23 percent of participants who wrote gratitude letters sent them. But those who
didn’t send their letters enjoyed the benefits of experiencing gratitude nonetheless. (Because the number of people
who sent their letters was so small, it was hard for us to determine whether this group’s mental health was better
than those who didn’t send their letter.)
This suggests that the mental health benefits of writing gratitude letters are not entirely dependent on actually
communicating that gratitude to another person.
So if you’re thinking of writing a letter of gratitude to someone, but you’re unsure whether you want that person to
read the letter, we encourage you to write it anyway. You can decide later whether to send it (and we think it’s often
a good idea to do so). But the mere act of writing the letter can help you appreciate the people in your life and shift
your focus away from negative feelings and thoughts.

3. Gratitude’s benefits take time
It’s important to note that the mental health benefits of gratitude
writing in our study did not emerge immediately, but gradually
accrued over time. Although the different groups in our study did not
differ in mental health levels one week after the end of the writing
activities, individuals in the gratitude group reported better mental
health than the others four weeks after the writing activities, and this
difference in mental health became even larger 12 weeks after the
writing activities.
These results are encouraging because many other studies suggest that the mental health benefits of positive
activities often decrease rather than increase over time afterward. We don’t really know why this positive snowball
effect occurred in our study. Perhaps the gratitude letter writers discussed what they wrote in their letters with their
counselors or with others. These conversations may have reinforced the psychological benefits derived from the
gratitude writing itself.
For now, the bottom line is this: If you participate in a gratitude writing activity, don’t be too surprised if you don’t
feel dramatically better immediately after the writing. Be patient and remember that the benefits of gratitude might
take time to kick in.
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4. Gratitude has lasting effects on the brain
About three months after the psychotherapy sessions began, we
took some of the people who wrote gratitude letters and
compared them with those who didn’t do any writing. We
wanted to know if their brains were processing information
differently.
We used an fMRI scanner to measure brain activity while people
from each group did a “pay it forward” task. In that task, the
individuals were regularly given a small amount of money by a
nice person, called the “benefactor.” This benefactor only asked
that they pass the money on to someone if they felt grateful. Our
participants then decided how much of the money, if any, to pass
on to a worthy cause (and we did in fact donate that money to a local charity).
We wanted to distinguish donations motivated by gratitude from donations driven by other motivations, like feelings
of guilt or obligation. So we asked the participants to rate how grateful they felt toward the benefactor, and how
much they wanted to help each charitable cause, as well as how guilty they would feel if they didn’t help. We also
gave them questionnaires to measure how grateful they are in their lives in general.
We found that across the participants, when people felt more grateful, their brain activity was distinct from brain
activity related to guilt and the desire to help a cause. More specifically, we found that when people who are
generally more grateful gave more money to a cause, they showed greater neural sensitivity in the medial prefrontal
cortex, a brain area associated with learning and decision making. This suggests that people who are more grateful
are also more attentive to how they express gratitude.
Most interestingly, when we compared those who wrote the gratitude letters with those who didn’t, the gratitude
letter writers showed greater activation in the medial prefrontal cortex when they experienced gratitude in the fMRI
scanner. This is striking as this effect was found three months after the letter writing began. This indicates that
simply expressing gratitude may have lasting effects on the brain. While not conclusive, this finding suggests that
practicing gratitude may help train the brain to be more sensitive to the experience of gratitude down the line, and
this could contribute to improved mental health over time.
Though these are just the first steps in what should be a longer research journey, our research so far not only
suggests that writing gratitude letters may be helpful for people seeking counseling services but also explains what’s
behind gratitude’s psychological benefits. At a time when many mental health professionals are feeling crunched,
we hope that this research can point them—and their clients—toward an effective and beneficial tool.
Regardless of whether you’re facing serious psychological challenges, if you have never written a gratitude letter
before, we encourage you to try it. Much of our time and energy is spent pursuing things we currently don’t have.
Gratitude reverses our priorities to help us appreciate the people and things we do.

About the Authors:
Joshua Brown Joshua Brown, Ph.D., is a professor of psychological and brain sciences at Indiana University. His
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Giving thanks can make you happier
November kicks o the holiday season with high expectations for a cozy and festive time of year. However, for many this time of year is tinged
with sadness, anxiety, or depression. Certainly, major depression or a severe anxiety disorder bene ts most from professional help. But what
about those who just feel lost or overwhelmed or down at this time of year? Research (and common sense) suggests that one aspect of the
Thanksgiving season can actually lift the spirits, and it's built right into the holiday — expressing gratitude.
The word gratitude is derived from the Latin word gratia, which means grace, graciousness, or gratefulness (depending on the context). In some
ways gratitude encompasses all of these meanings. Gratitude is a thankful appreciation for what an individual receives, whether tangible or
intangible. With gratitude, people acknowledge the goodness in their lives. In the process, people usually recognize that the source of that
goodness lies at least partially outside themselves. As a result, gratitude also helps people connect to something larger than themselves as
individuals — whether to other people, nature, or a higher power.
In positive psychology research, gratitude is strongly and consistently associated with greater happiness. Gratitude helps people feel more
positive emotions, relish good experiences, improve their health, deal with adversity, and build strong relationships.
People feel and express gratitude in multiple ways. They can apply it to the past (retrieving positive memories and being thankful for elements of
childhood or past blessings), the present (not taking good fortune for granted as it comes), and the future (maintaining a hopeful and optimistic
attitude). Regardless of the inherent or current level of someone's gratitude, it's a quality that individuals can successfully cultivate further.

Research on gratitude
Two psychologists, Dr. Robert A. Emmons of the University of California, Davis, and Dr. Michael E. McCullough of the University of Miami, have
done much of the research on gratitude. In one study, they asked all participants to write a few sentences each week, focusing on particular
topics.
One group wrote about things they were grateful for that had occurred during the week. A second group wrote about daily irritations or things
that had displeased them, and the third wrote about events that had a ected them (with no emphasis on them being positive or negative). After
10 weeks, those who wrote about gratitude were more optimistic and felt better about their lives. Surprisingly, they also exercised more and had
fewer visits to physicians than those who focused on sources of aggravation.
Another leading researcher in this eld, Dr. Martin E. P. Seligman, a psychologist at the University of Pennsylvania, tested the impact of various
positive psychology interventions on 411 people, each compared with a control assignment of writing about early memories. When their week's
assignment was to write and personally deliver a letter of gratitude to someone who had never been properly thanked for his or her kindness,
participants immediately exhibited a huge increase in happiness scores. This impact was greater than that from any other intervention, with
bene ts lasting for a month.
Of course, studies such as this one cannot prove cause and e ect. But most of the studies published on this topic support an association
between gratitude and an individual's well-being.
Other studies have looked at how gratitude can improve relationships. For example, a study of couples found that individuals who took time to
express gratitude for their partner not only felt more positive toward the other person but also felt more comfortable expressing concerns about
their relationship.
Managers who remember to say "thank you" to people who work for them may nd that those employees feel motivated to work harder.
Researchers at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania randomly divided university fund-raisers into two groups. One group made
phone calls to solicit alumni donations in the same way they always had. The second group — assigned to work on a di erent day — received a
/

pep talk from the director of annual giving, who told the fund-raisers she was grateful for their e orts. During the following week, the university
employees who heard her message of gratitude made 50% more fund-raising calls than those who did not.
There are some notable exceptions to the generally positive results in research on gratitude. One study found that middle-aged divorced women
who kept gratitude journals were no more satis ed with their lives than those who did not. Another study found that children and adolescents
who wrote and delivered a thank-you letter to someone who made a di erence in their lives may have made the other person happier — but did
not improve their own well-being. This nding suggests that gratitude is an attainment associated with emotional maturity.

Ways to cultivate gratitude
Gratitude is a way for people to appreciate what they have instead of always reaching for something new in the hopes it will make them happier,
or thinking they can't feel satis ed until every physical and material need is met. Gratitude helps people refocus on what they have instead of
what they lack. And, although it may feel contrived at rst, this mental state grows stronger with use and practice.
Here are some ways to cultivate gratitude on a regular basis.
Write a thank-you note. You can make yourself happier and nurture your relationship with another person by writing a thank-you letter
expressing your enjoyment and appreciation of that person's impact on your life. Send it, or better yet, deliver and read it in person if possible.
Make a habit of sending at least one gratitude letter a month. Once in a while, write one to yourself.
Thank someone mentally. No time to write? It may help just to think about someone who has done something nice for you, and mentally thank
the individual.
Keep a gratitude journal. Make it a habit to write down or share with a loved one thoughts about the gifts you've received each day.
Count your blessings. Pick a time every week to sit down and write about your blessings — re ecting on what went right or what you are
grateful for. Sometimes it helps to pick a number — such as three to ve things — that you will identify each week. As you write, be speci c and
think about the sensations you felt when something good happened to you.
Pray. People who are religious can use prayer to cultivate gratitude.
Meditate. Mindfulness meditation involves focusing on the present moment without judgment. Although people often focus on a word or
phrase (such as "peace"), it is also possible to focus on what you're grateful for (the warmth of the sun, a pleasant sound, etc.).
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